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Disclaimer/excuses:

I no longer work at Arm!

Arm are sponsoring this conference and have kindly paid for my travel to be here.

I usually give fairly deep, low-level technical presenta ons, so this is a change for me.
Feel free to stop/interrupt me during the talk.

This presenta on is based on work done at Arm and is not part of my current employment
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Introduc on

Linux kernel co-maintainer of arm64 architecture,
ARM perf backends, SMMU drivers, atomics, locking,
memory model, TLB invalida on…

Worked for a decade in the Open-Source So ware
group at Arm

Contributed significantly to the Armv8 architecture

Heavy exposure to the development of the Arm
ecosystem

Tend to be CPU centric

Lots of insider knowledge required to overcome hurdles and
develop successful system so ware for Arm…
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Spot the difference
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Everything is fine

ARM7 was a 32-bit ARM CPU implemen ng ARMv3 (around 20 years ago)

The ARM7TDMI variant was par cularly popular. The ‘T’ means ‘Thumb’

Nowadays, most 32-bit Arm CPUs tend to implement ARMv7-A…

…but usually people just say ARMv7

For example, the Cortex-A7, or A7, which implements ‘Thumb-2’

Not be confused with the ‘Apple A7’, which is 64-bit according to wikipedia

Cortex-A7 also implements virtualisa on and SMP, unlike the Cortex-A8 which came out
years before

Recently, the Cortex-A77 was announced, which implements Armv8 and is 64-bit

Although the Cortex-A32 also implements Armv8 but is 32-bit only
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Even Pinhead is confused (July, 2012)

“They have separate versions for their ‘architecture’ (ex: arm v8) and for their
‘implementa on’ (ex: ARM11), and maybe it all makes sense if you have drunk
the ARM cool-aid and have joined the ARM cult, but to sane people and
outsiders, it is just a f*cking mess.”

“Christ. Seriously. The insanity is so strong in the ARM version names that it burns. If it really makes
sense to anybody that ‘ARM A9’ (technically ‘Cortex-A9’, but nobody seems to use the ‘Cortex’ part
at least in cellphones) is an ‘ARM-v7’ architecture microprocessor which is *completely* different

from the ARM9 family, which in turn is different from ARMv9 that hasn’t happened yet, you need to
have your head examined.”

So let’s drink the ‘ARM cool-aid’ and figure out what’s going on…
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Documenta on: off to a good start

Everything you need to know is described in a handy book!
Hilariously called the ‘Arm ARM’ (miraculously, you can search for this)
Almost 8000 pages long
Sporadic releases; usually not quite up-to-date (arch changes weekly)
Acts as a reference, not as a learning resource. Deliberately avoids CPU details.
Did you know?

If you printed a copy for every shipped CPU, it would reach Mars and back 500x!
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The Arm ARM: Maybe not so handy a er all?

“Any interrupt that is pending before a Context synchroniza on event in the following list, is taken
before the first instruc on a er the context synchronizing event, provided that the pending
interrupt is not masked:

Execu on of an ISB instruc on.

Excep on entry, if ARMv8.5-CSEH is not implemented, or if ARMv8.5-CSEH is implemented and
the appropriate SCTLR_ELx.EIS bit is set.

Excep on return, if ARMv8.5-CSEH is not implemented or if ARMv8.5-CSEH is implemented and
the appropriate SCTLR_ELx.EOS bit is set.

Exit from Debug state.”

This is not the ‘cool-aid’ you are looking for.
Hurdle 1: Arm is mostly inaccessible to developers on the outside.
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Important terminology

Architecture vs micro-architecture

Core license vs architecture license

Diversity vs fragmenta on

CPU vs SoC

ISA vs system architecture

Understanding these differences is crucial to picking apart and understanding the Arm ecosystem.
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Architecture vs Micro-architecture
Architecture is the contract between hardware and
so ware. It describes the portable guarantees provided by
the hardware, without dicta ng how they are implemented,
and is typically specified in English. Arm has three
architecture profiles: A, R and M (more hilarity). Approx.
5yr lag.

Micro-architecture relates to the design of a specific piece
of hardware, and is typically specified in a hardware
descrip on language such as Verilog.

So ware analogy: The C language standard is the architecture, whereas the toolchain source code
(e.g. GCC + GLIBC) is the micro-architecture.
Arm develop both architectures and micro-architectures as licensable products!
Hurdle 2: This dis nc on is far less significant on other architectures such as x86.
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Hysterical raisins

<=ARMv4 When dinosaurs roamed the Earth

ARMv5 2000, Baseline, Xscale

ARMv6 2002, SMP (sort of), ARM11

ARMv7-A 2005, Virtualisa on, VMSA architecture, Cortex-A8

Armv8-A 2011, 64-bit ISA (AArch64), Cortex-A53

Armv8.1-A 2014, LSE atomics, Cavium ThunderX
Armv8.2-A 2015, RAS extensions, Cortex-A77
Armv8.3-A 2016, Pointer authen ca on, Vortex?
Armv8.4-A 2017, MPAM
Armv8.5-A 2018, MTE

Hurdle 3: Many features op onal! Discoverable at run me using ID registers.
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Licensing
Why is the product naming so inconsistent? Partly due to the licensing model:

Core license to include a specific Arm CPU design in your SoC. Minor modifica on may be
permi ed.

Architecture license to design your own CPU from scratch which implements the Arm architecture
and allow your marke ng team to call it whatever they like

This means that Arm’s architecture partners are also indirect compe tors!

Hurdle 4: Important that Arm doesn’t produce produc on silicon as an SoC
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The Arm ecosystem
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Playing ‘Switzerland’

Arm’s influence is in the power of the partnership and underlying pla orm; on its own, it’s rela vely
ny in revenue terms:

Qualcomm 22B USD (2018)

Intel 70B USD (2018)

Samsung 211B USD (2017)

Arm <1B GBP (2015)

Greater than the sum of its parts, but driven by consensus.
Hurdle 5: Limited ability to mandate standards compliance or move goalposts
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Diversity vs Fragmenta on
‘Pick ‘n’ mix’ architecture reigned in slightly by desire for so ware re-use:

PSCI to bring CPUs up and down
SBSA cer fica on for server system designs

Trusted firmware open-source boiler-plate
Linux/KVM upstream-first approach

Hurdle 6: S ll a tendancy towards fragmenta on between SoCs
https://www.mono-project.com/news/2016/09/12/arm64-icache/
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How does Linux cope?

The arm64 Linux kernel is wri en to the architecture and aims to abstract away the underlying bag
of bits baked into silicon:

Single defconfig binary image for all AArch64 CPUs

Heavy use of ‘alterna ve’ instruc on patching

uarch-specific features not worth the effort…

…apart from errata workarounds and side-channels

Heterogeneous systems are a headache

Exposed to userspace via proc, sys, ELF HWCAP
and MRS instruc ons

Details in Documentation/arm64/cpu-feature-registers.rst
Email the list if you need more: linux-arm-kernel@lists.infradead.org
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Fire up the simula on
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Where do I start? / What’s in the box?

1. Ignore all the marke ng junk

2. Iden fy the SoC

3. Iden fy the CPU(s) – Arm derived?

4. Iden fy architecture version

5. Iden fy features

6. https://wikichip.org

18 © 2019 Arm Limited
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Some example devices
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Example 1: Libre Computer ‘La Frite’

They say…
AML-S805X-AC is the perfect development pla orm for projects that require highly performant ARM
Cortex-A class CPUs, small compact form factor, secure and non-secure 1080P media delivery and
playback, high reliability, and low power.

Soc is Amlogic S805x

4x ARM Cortex-A53 @ 1.2GHz

Cortex-A53 is a 64-bit core implemen ng ARMv8.0

Usually the ‘Li le’ in early ‘big.Li le’ designs

ARM says…
The most widely-used processor with balanced performance and efficiency
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Example 2: Samsung Galaxy S9

They say…
10nm 64-bit Octa-Core Processor 2.8GHz + 1.7GHz (Maximum Clock Speed, Performance Core +
Efficiency Core)

SoC appears to be Samsung Exynos 9810 (in Europe)

Wikichip claims this features 4xMongoose 3 plus 4xCortex-A55 cores

Cortex-A55 designed by Arm and implements ARMv8.2

Mongoose 3 designed by Samsung and implements ARMv8.0

The Cortex-A55 implements more instruc ons than the Mongoose 3!
https://medium.com/@jadr2ddude/
a-big-little-problem-a-tale-of-big-little-gone-wrong-e7778ce744bb

21 © 2019 Arm Limited
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Example 3: Motorola moto z4
They say…
Feel the speed of a Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 675 processor that’s 57% faster than moto z3 play. It’s
a phone built to keep up with you.

It’s an SoC not a bloody processor!
Qualcomm say…
CPU Cores: Qualcomm® Kryo™ 460 CPU, Octa-core CPU…built on Arm Cortex technology…

Wikichip to the rescue!

Kryo 460 Silver => Cortex-A55

Kryo 460 Gold => Cortex-A76

Both implement ARMv8.2
‘The two big disclosed changes are an increase of the core’s reorder buffer from 128 entries to a
higher, unspecified amount, as well as tuning the prefetchers to be er work with floa ng point
workloads.’ https://www.anandtech.com/show/14072/the-samsung-galaxy-s10plus-review/3
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Ques ons?
Please contact support@arm.com!

The Arm trademarks featured in this presenta on are registered trademarks or

trademarks of Arm Limited (or its subsidiaries) in the US and/or elsewhere. All rights

reserved. All other marks featured may be trademarks of their respec ve owners.

www.arm.com/company/policies/trademarks

© 2019 Arm Limited
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